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Head protection design and evaluation involves determining whether Soldier injury will occur under a given set of impact conditions. Skull fracture is a readily identifiable and prominent indicator of head injury. Recent work completed at the US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM) Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has shown the potential for biofidelically modeling skull bone and the ability to introduce biovariability in the model. This material model’s properties are determined based on the local bone volume fraction determined from corresponding computed tomography (CT) images. A script was developed within ARL to associate the CT image data with the spatial locations of a finite element mesh required by the skull bone material model of interest. With this tool, modelers will be able to more efficiently generate new models that use the biofidelic skull bone material model of interest.
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1. Introduction and Background

Head protection design and evaluation involves determining whether Soldier injury will occur under a given set of impact conditions. One such example—behind-helmet blunt trauma (BHBT)—occurs when the inner surface of the helmet deforms under a non-penetrating impact and strikes the head. Skull fracture is one prominent indicator of head injury that is readily identifiable. Skull fracture may have implications for injuries that are not specific to injury mechanisms in the brain, such as hemorrhaging due to soft tissue damage caused by the fracture, which can produce serious outcomes. Therefore, the ability to predict skull fracture can provide a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of current and future head protection concepts.

Modeling of bone failure is a complex topic that is currently an ongoing area of research (Alexander et al. 2020, 2021; Weerasooriya and Alexander 2021). Recent work completed at the US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM) Army Research Laboratory (ARL) (Alexander et al. 2021) has shown the potential for biofidelically modeling skull bone and the ability to introduce biovariability in the model. One of the key features of this modeling effort is the ability to determine bone constitutive properties based on the bone volume fraction (BVF) at the given location in the skull. For biofidelic models, these values can be obtained through computed tomography (CT) imaging. One of the constraints that Alexander et al. (2021) and Weerasooriya and Alexander (2021) ran into while developing their model was mapping CT data (i.e., BVF) to the corresponding spatial location in the finite element (FE) mesh. In an earlier study (Weerasooriya and Alexander 2021), this process required a specialized software package (i.e., the FEA module of Mimics and 3-Matic); therefore, the meshing and property mapping work was contracted out.

In this report, a script developed internally at ARL to associate the CT image data with the spatial locations of an FE mesh required for the material model (Alexander et al. 2021) will be outlined.

2. Method

The script (see the Appendix) to associate CT image data (i.e., BVF) with the corresponding spatial location of an FE mesh was developed in MATLAB (version R2021a). The script has six main steps in the process to generate an FE mesh with mapped CT data (see Fig. 1).
First, it reads in both the CT image files and the FE mesh. Currently, the mesh is limited to Abaqus input decks and only tetrahedral (C3D4) and hexahedral (C3D8R) elements. This could be expanded on later, but it is sufficient for now. The mesh needs to be in the same spatial location and orientation as the CT images for this method to work. Second, it determines the centroid of each element and sets local voxel search bounds for later use. These localized bounds around the centroid of each element were implemented to increase the efficiency of the program (see Fig. 2). Next, within the limited voxel search bounds, it determines the voxels that fall within bounds of the element geometry. This was done by checking to ensure that the normal direction of each face (face normal directions are defined toward the inside of the element) and the vector from a node associated with that face and the voxel are aligned (i.e., the dot product of the two vectors is positive). Next, the average voxel value contained within the element is computed. The fifth step is to generate the material sets and then associate each element with one of the material sets based on average voxel value. Similar to the biofidelic model (i.e., element-based mapping) used by Alexander et al. (2021), the script is setup to generate 100 material sets (spanning BVF = 0 for void and BVF = 1 for solid bone) each with its own BVF to capture the distribution in the model. This is editable in the script to either coarsen or refine the model’s BVF distribution. Finally, the program writes to a new output file, formatted as an Abaqus input deck (.inp), a copy of the mesh along with the material sets.
3. Results

The script was tested on three meshes and corresponding CT images to generate FE meshes with mapped BVF values. First, a bone beam specimen (B01) from a set of bending experiments (Gunnarsson et al. 2021) was meshed with both tetrahedral and hexahedral elements to test the script. The script does a good job of mapping the bone density to the correct spatial location in the mesh (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 3, yellow represents BVF = 1 (solid bone) and dark blue represents BVF = 0 (void space).

![Fig. 3](A) Mapped hexahedral mesh at the mid-plane of the beam. Yellow represents solid bone (BVF = 1) and dark blue represents a void (BVF = 0). (B) Mapped tetrahedral mesh at the mid-plane of the beam. (C) Micro-CT image at the mid-plane of specimen B01 (Gunnarsson et al. 2021).

The next mesh used to test the script was for a skull cap from a set of indentation experiments (Gunnarsson et al. 2019) composed of hexahedral elements. Once again, the script does a good job of mapping the bone density from the micro-CT images of the skull cap to the corresponding locations in the meshes (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Fig. 4 Hexahedral mesh with BVF mapped from CT images. Yellow represents solid bone \((\text{BVF} = 1)\) and dark blue represents a void \((\text{BVF} = 0)\). (A) Top view. (B) Bottom view. (C) Cross section at the mid-plane.

Fig. 5 (A) Top view of a volumetric reconstruction of the skull cap from CT images. (B) Bottom view of the same volumetric reconstruction. (C) Mid-plane CT image of the skullcap.

4. Conclusion

A script to spatially map BVF from micro-CT images to an FE mesh was developed. This script provides a valuable tool for the generation of highly biofidelic models that can take advantage of a constitutive model for bone and its failure, which is of great interest to the modeling community. These models will in turn assist in a more rapid analysis of BHBT and evaluating helmet performance.

With this tool, modelers will be able to efficiently generate new meshes or make alterations (e.g., change refinement of elements and element type) to current ones.
Previously, the generation of these meshes and the spatial mapping of BVF from micro-CT images had been contracted work but now this work can be done internally at ARL. Furthermore, this script allows modelers to expand the use of the bone constitutive model to FE models using hexahedral elements, which was previously unexplored due to limitations on the generation of new meshes.
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Appendix. Script to Associate Computed Tomography (CT) Bone Volume Fraction (BVF) Data with the Corresponding Spatial Location of a Finite Element (FE) Mesh
The following script (CT_Mesh_Mapping.m) associates the CT image data with the spatial locations of an FE mesh.

```matlab
clear all
clc

% Mesh File In
Mesh_File = 'Location of the mesh file';

% DICOM Folder
DICOM_Folder = 'Location of the folder of DICOM files of interest';

% Output Mesh File
Out_File = 'Output mesh file in the format: Location\output-mesh-filename';

index1_correction = 0.0;
index2_correction = 0.0;
index3_correction = 0.0;

% Voxel size (length is used and assuming equal sides)
voxel_size = 0.027118000000000;

% Maximum pixel value to be used in conversion to density
% 255 for current bone beam specimens
% 184 for current skullcap
max_pixel_value = 255;

% Read Mesh File
text = fopen(Mesh_File);
line = fgetl(text);

node_check = 0;
element_check = 0;

Nodes = [];
Element = [];
node_num = 0;
element_num = 0;

% Read and parse mesh file
while ~feof(text)
    % Get new line
    line = fgetl(text);
    % Set flags
    if node_check & strcmp('*',line(1))
node_check = 0;
end
if element_check & strcmp('*',line(1))
    element_check = 0;
end
if strcmp('*NODE', line)
    node_check = true;
end
if strcmp('*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D4', line)
    el_type = 'Tet';
    element_check = true;
end
if strcmp('*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8R', line)
    el_type = 'Hex';
    element_check = true;
end

% Build arrays
if node_check
    split_line = str2num(line);
    if node_num >= 1
        Nodes(node_num,:) = split_line(2:4);
    end
    node_num = node_num + 1;
end
if element_check
    split_line = str2num(line);
    if element_num >= 1
        if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
            Elements(element_num,:) = split_line(2:5);
        elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')
            Elements(element_num,:) = split_line(2:9);
        else
            assert(0,'Invalid Element Type');
        end
    end
    element_num = element_num + 1;
end
end
disp('Completed reading mesh file')

% Convert to mm to match micro-CT units
%Nodes = Nodes; %For Skullcap
Nodes = Nodes.* 1e-3; %For current bone beam specimens

%Calculate Centroids of Elements
if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
    Element_X_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),1)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),1))/4;
    Element_Y_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),2)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),2))/4;
    Element_Z_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),3)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),3))/4;
elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')
Element_X_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),1)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,5),1)+Nodes(Elements(:,6),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,7),1) + Nodes(Elements(:,8),1))/8;
Element_Y_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),2)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,5),2)+Nodes(Elements(:,6),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,7),2) + Nodes(Elements(:,8),2))/8;
Element_Z_Centroid = (Nodes(Elements(:,1),3)+Nodes(Elements(:,2),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,3),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,4),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,5),3)+Nodes(Elements(:,6),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,7),3) + Nodes(Elements(:,8),3))/8;
end

Centroids = [ Element_X_Centroid(:), Element_Y_Centroid(:), Element_Z_Centroid(:)];
disp('Completed calculating centroids')

%Calculate Volume and effective radius
if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
    for i=1:size(Centroids,1)
        Elem_vol(i,1) = 1/6 * abs(det([Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,2),1), Nodes(Elements(i,3),1), Nodes(Elements(i,4),1);
                                    Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,2),2), Nodes(Elements(i,3),2), Nodes(Elements(i,4),2);
                                    Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,2),3), Nodes(Elements(i,3),3), Nodes(Elements(i,4),3);
                                    1,1,1,1]));
    end
elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')
    for i=1:size(Centroids,1)
        V1 = 1/6 * abs(det([Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,4),1), Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,4),2), Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,6),2);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,4),3), Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,6),3);
                             1,1,1,1]));
        V2 = 1/6 * abs(det([Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,4),1), Nodes(Elements(i,5),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,4),2), Nodes(Elements(i,5),2), Nodes(Elements(i,6),2);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,4),3), Nodes(Elements(i,5),3), Nodes(Elements(i,6),3);
                             1,1,1,1]));
        V3 = 1/6 * abs(det([Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,4),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1), Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,5),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,4),2), Nodes(Elements(i,6),2), Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,5),2), Nodes(Elements(i,6),2);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,4),3), Nodes(Elements(i,6),3), Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,5),3), Nodes(Elements(i,6),3);
                             1,1,1,1]));
        V4 = 1/6 * abs(det([Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,4),1), Nodes(Elements(i,8),1), Nodes(Elements(i,1),1), Nodes(Elements(i,5),1), Nodes(Elements(i,8),1);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,4),2), Nodes(Elements(i,8),2), Nodes(Elements(i,1),2), Nodes(Elements(i,5),2), Nodes(Elements(i,8),2);
                             Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,4),3), Nodes(Elements(i,8),3), Nodes(Elements(i,1),3), Nodes(Elements(i,5),3), Nodes(Elements(i,8),3);
                             1,1,1,1]));
    end
end
V5 = 1/6 * abs(det([[Nodes(Elements(i,4),1),
Nodes(Elements(i,3),1), Nodes(Elements(i,7),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1);
Nodes(Elements(i,4),2),
Nodes(Elements(i,3),2),Nodes(Elements(i,7),2),Nodes(Elements(i,6),2);Nod
es(Elements(i,4),3),Nodes(Elements(i,3),3),Nodes(Elements(i,7),3),Nodes(El
ements(i,6),3);1,1,1,1]]));
V6 = 1/6 * abs(det([[Nodes(Elements(i,4),1),
Nodes(Elements(i,3),1), Nodes(Elements(i,2),1), Nodes(Elements(i,6),1);
Nodes(Elements(i,4),2),
Nodes(Elements(i,3),2),Nodes(Elements(i,2),2),Nodes(Elements(i,6),2);Nod
es(Elements(i,4),3),Nodes(Elements(i,3),3),Nodes(Elements(i,2),3),Nodes(El
ements(i,6),3);1,1,1,1]]));
Elem_vol(i,1) = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6;
end
end
effective_rad = (3/4*Elem_vol/pi).^(1/3);

% Load CTs
[V,spatial,dim] = dicomreadVolume(DICOM_Folder);
V = squeeze(V);
disp('Completed loading CTs')

% Correct V orientation to match mesh
% Bone specimen
tmp1 = V(:,end:-1:1,:);
V = tmp1;
V = permute(V, [3 2 1]);

% Skullcap specimen
% tmp1 = V(end:-1:1,end:-1:1,:);
% V = tmp1;
% V = permute(V, [2 1 3]);

% Convert Bianirize gray scale 0 to 255 to a density scale from 0 to 1
gray_to_density = 1/max_pixel_value;

voxel_size = voxel_size;

%Calculate nearest centroid indices in the CT
Centroid_indices(:,1) = round((Centroids(:,1)-index1_correction)./voxel_size, 0) + 1;
Centroid_indices(:,2) = round((Centroids(:,2)-index2_correction)./voxel_size, 0) + 1;
Centroid_indices(:,3) = round((Centroids(:,3)-index3_correction)./voxel_size, 0) + 1;

%TEST Volume average density
%Limit later searches for only the portion of the CT that contains
%specimen bounding box
i_min = floor(min(Nodes(:,1),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;
i_max = floor(max(Nodes(:,1),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;
j_min = floor(min(Nodes(:,2),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;
j_max = floor(max(Nodes(:,2),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;
k_min = floor(min(Nodes(:,3),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;
k_max = floor(max(Nodes(:,3),[],'all')/voxel_size) + 1;

%Calculate the number of voxels to check around the centroid based on
%voxel size and effective radius of the element. A scale factor of 1.5
%for
%Hex elements and 2 for Tet elements. Scale factor is used in radius
%check
%later
if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
    scale_factor = 2;
elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')
    scale_factor = 1.5;
else
    assert(0,'Invalid Element Type');
end

voxels_around = ceil(scale_factor*max(effective_rad)/voxel_size);

Element_density = [];
for cur=1:size(Centroids,1)
    if rem(cur,250) == 0
        disp(cur)
    end

    i_cur_min = Centroid_indices(cur,1) - voxels_around;
    i_cur_max = Centroid_indices(cur,1) + voxels_around;
    j_cur_min = Centroid_indices(cur,2) - voxels_around;
    j_cur_max = Centroid_indices(cur,2) + voxels_around;
    k_cur_min = Centroid_indices(cur,3) - voxels_around;
    k_cur_max = Centroid_indices(cur,3) + voxels_around;

    if i_cur_min <= i_min
        i_cur_min = i_min;
    end
    if i_cur_max >= i_max
        i_cur_max = i_max;
    end

    if j_cur_min <= j_min
        j_cur_min = j_min;
    end
    if j_cur_max >= j_max
        j_cur_max = j_max;
    end

    if k_cur_min <= k_min
        k_cur_min = k_min;
    end
    if k_cur_max >= k_max
        k_cur_max = k_max;
    end
Element_density(cur,1) = 0;
num_voxels = 0;
for i=i_cur_min:i_cur_max
    for j=j_cur_min:j_cur_max
        for k=k_cur_min:k_cur_max
            x = (i-1)*voxel_size + index1_correction;
            y = (j-1)*voxel_size + index2_correction;
            z = (k-1)*voxel_size + index3_correction;

            inElement = false;
            if ((Centroids(cur,1) - x)^2 + (Centroids(cur,2)-y)^2 +
                (Centroids(cur,3)-z)^2)^(1/2) <= scale_factor*effective_rad(cur)
                inElement = CheckInElement(el_type, Nodes,
                    Elements(cur,:), x, y, z, voxel_size);
            if inElement
                num_voxels = num_voxels +1;
                Element_density(cur,1) = Element_density(cur,1)
                + double(V(i,j,k));
            end
        end
    end
end
Element_density(cur,1) =
Element_density(cur,1)*gray_to_density/num_voxels;
end

disp('Completed Mapping Densities')

%Number of Materials
NumMats=100;
BinCenter = 1/(2 *NumMats);
elem_mat_set = [];
count = zeros(NumMats,1);

%Calculate which material set each element belongs too
for i = 1:size(Element_density,1)
    for j = 1:NumMats
        %Special Case need to include max bound in the grouping(i.e. <=
        %< instead of <=)
        if j == NumMats
            if Element_density(i) >= BinCenter*2*(j-1) &&
                Element_density(i) <= BinCenter*2*(j-1) + 2*BinCenter
                count(j) = count(j) + 1;
                elem_mat_set(j,count(j)) = i;
            end
        else
            if Element_density(i) >= BinCenter*2*(j-1) &&
                Element_density(i) < BinCenter*2*(j-1) + 2*BinCenter

            end
        end
    end
end
count(j) = count(j) + 1;
    elem_mat_set(j,count(j)) = i;
end
end
end
debug

disp('Completed Calculating Material Sets')
%
% Print the CT density mapped file
file = fopen(Out_File,'w');
fprintf(file,'*HEADING\n');
fprintf(file,'Test file from matlab script\n');
fprintf(file,'** Units: mm\n');
fprintf(file,'*NODE\n');
for i = 1:size(Nodes,1)
    fprintf(file,'\t%i, %16.10E, %16.10E, %16.10E\n', i, Nodes(i, 1), Nodes(i,2), Nodes(i,3));
end
if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
    fprintf(file,'*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D4\n');
    for i = 1:size(Elements,1)
        fprintf(file,'\t%i, %i, %i, %i\n', i, Elements(i,1), Elements(i,2), Elements(i,3), Elements(i,4));
    end
elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')
    fprintf(file,'*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8R\n');
    for i = 1:size(Elements,1)
        fprintf(file,'\t%i, %i, %i, %i, %i, %i, %i, %i\n', i, Elements(i,1), Elements(i,2), Elements(i,3), Elements(i,4),
            Elements(i,5), Elements(i,6), Elements(i,7), Elements(i,8));
    end
end
for i =1:size(elem_mat_set,1)
    fprintf(file,'*ELSET, ELSET=Volume_0_MAT%i, UNSORTED\n',i-1);
    for j = 1:size(elem_mat_set,2)
        if j == size(elem_mat_set,2)
            fprintf(file,'%i\n',elem_mat_set(i,j));
        else
            if elem_mat_set(i,j+1) == 0
                fprintf(file,'%i,\n',elem_mat_set(i,j));
            else
                fprintf(file,'%i,\n',elem_mat_set(i,j));
            end
        end
    end
    fprintf(file,'*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=Volume_0_MAT%i, MATERIAL=Material%i\n', i-1, i-1);
end
fprintf(file,'\n');
for i =1:NumMats
    fprintf(file,'*MATERIAL, NAME=Material%i\n', i-1);
    fprintf(file,'*DENSITY\n');
    fprintf(file,'%8f\n', BinCenter*2*(i-1) + BinCenter);
end
fclose(file);
disp('Completed Writing Inp file')
disp('Finished')

CheckInElement()

This function is called within the script CT_Mesh_Mapping and determines if the
given voxel location is within the bounds of the specified element.

function [inElement] = CheckInElement(el_type, Nodes, Elements, x, y,
z,voxel_size)
%Check if voxel is within the element
inElement = false;
% For tetrahedral elements
if strcmp(el_type, 'Tet')
    %Calculate the directions between nodes
    r12 = Nodes(Elements(2),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
    r13 = Nodes(Elements(3),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
    r14 = Nodes(Elements(4),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
    r42 = Nodes(Elements(4),:) - Nodes(Elements(2),:);
    r43 = Nodes(Elements(4),:) - Nodes(Elements(3),:);

    %Calculate element face normals (positive to inside)
    n1 = cross(r12, r13);
    n2 = cross(r14, r12);
    n3 = cross(r13, r14);
    n4 = cross(r43, r42);

    %Normalize n vectors
    n1 = n1./norm(n1);
    n2 = n2./norm(n2);
    n3 = n3./norm(n3);
    n4 = n4./norm(n4);

    %Calculate direction to the voxel from required nodes
    vox_loc = [x y z];
    r1v = vox_loc - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
    r4v = vox_loc - Nodes(Elements(4),:);

    dot1 = dot(n1, r1v);
dot2 = dot(n2, r1v);
dot3 = dot(n3, r1v);
dot4 = dot(n4, r4v);

face1check = false;
face2check = false;
face3check = false;
face4check = false;

% Determine if the voxel is to the positive side of the element face
if dot1 > 0
    face1check = true;
end
if dot2 > 0
    face2check = true;
end
if dot3 > 0
    face3check = true;
end
if dot4 > 0
    face4check = true;
end

% Determine if the voxel is within the element
if face1check && face2check && face3check && face4check
    inElement = true;
end

% For hexahedral elements
elseif strcmp(el_type, 'Hex')

% Calculate the directions between nodes
r12 = Nodes(Elements(2),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:); r14 = Nodes(Elements(4),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
r15 = Nodes(Elements(5),:) - Nodes(Elements(1),:); r78 = Nodes(Elements(8),:) - Nodes(Elements(7),:);
r73 = Nodes(Elements(3),:) - Nodes(Elements(7),:); r76 = Nodes(Elements(6),:) - Nodes(Elements(7),:);

% Calculate element face normals
n1 = cross(r12, r14);
n2 = cross(r15, r12);
n3 = cross(r14, r15);
n4 = cross(r76, r78);
n5 = cross(r73, r76);
n6 = cross(r78, r73);

% Normalize n vectors
n1 = n1./norm(n1);
n2 = n2./norm(n2);
n3 = n3./norm(n3);
n4 = n4./norm(n4);
n5 = n5./norm(n5);
n6 = n6./norm(n6);
%Calculate direction to the voxel from required nodes
vox_loc = [x y z];
r1v = vox_loc - Nodes(Elements(1),:);
r7v = vox_loc - Nodes(Elements(7),:);

dot1 = dot(n1, r1v);
dot2 = dot(n2, r1v);
dot3 = dot(n3, r1v);
dot4 = dot(n4, r7v);
dot5 = dot(n5, r7v);
dot6 = dot(n6, r7v);

face1check = false;
face2check = false;
face3check = false;
face4check = false;
face5check = false;
face6check = false;

% Determine if the voxel is to the positive side of the element face
if dot1 > 0
    face1check = true;
end
if dot2 > 0
    face2check = true;
end
if dot3 > 0
    face3check = true;
end
if dot4 > 0
    face4check = true;
end
if dot5 > 0
    face5check = true;
end
if dot6 > 0
    face6check = true;
end

% Determine if the voxel is withing the element
if face1check && face2check && face3check && face4check && face5check && face6check
    inElement = true;
end
else
    assert(0, 'Invalid Element Type');
end
## List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>Army Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHBT</td>
<td>behind-helmet blunt trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVF</td>
<td>bone volume fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVCOM</td>
<td>US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>finite element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>finite element analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>